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Message from the Executive Directors 
 
Over the past three years, The Ivey LEADER Project (“LEADER” or the “Project”) has enjoyed 
tremendous growth from introducing four new sites into our roster. For this reason, in our 27th 
year, LEADER focused on strengthening our current site partner relationships, ensuring smooth 
logistics, and managing any growth challenges.  
 
During the year, LEADER experimented with an alternative fundraising strategy. Instead of aiming 
for large-scale, annual events, LEADER found success in hosting intimate activities in the Ivey 
community, such as the London Knights Games and MBA Curling Event. In addition, LEADER 
partnered with the Pre-Business Student Network (Western University’s largest general business 
club), McKinsey & Company, Bain & Company, and The Boston Consulting Group, to host a 
consulting case competition called Connect. Through this event, LEADER was able to interact 
with high-achieving first and second year undergraduate students to spread LEADER’s brand. 
 
LEADER also partnered with the Ivey’s Dean’s Office to explore the opportunity to offer our 
programming in Canada’s Indigenous communities. Currently, the Executive Directors are 
conducting a review of potential partners and have a goal of launching a pilot site by summer 
2019. LEADER is excited for the opportunity to create an impact in Canada. We are grateful for 
the support of the Dean’s Office and look forward to working together to empower Indigenous 
communities. 
 
As with previous years, LEADER found success in our on-site work in 2018. For a look at our 
impact, please watch the following video from our Serbia site: https://youtu.be/MA2BKTJ89WE 
 
We would like to sincerely thank the following sponsors for their continuous support of LEADER:  

▪ AIMIA, for consistently believing in our mission and donating one million Aeroplan miles every 
year to allow us to travel to regions where LEADER is needed most;  

▪ The Pierre Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship, for providing funding, support, and 
opportunities for LEADER to write cases on local entrepreneurs;  

▪ The MBA and HBA Associations, for encouraging Ivey students to apply our learnings from 
the classroom and become global leaders; 

▪ The Dean’s Office at Ivey, Ivey Advancement, and Ivey Publishing, for inspiring our 
organization to continuously reach new heights; 

▪ Our Alumni, for continuously supporting LEADER through donations and strategic support 
 

In this annual report, LEADER is proud to present a brief overview of the Project, reviews of each 
site, financial statements, and other operational details of the 2018 year. Thank you for reading, 
and do not hesitate to contact us at leaderproject@ivey.ca. 

 
Sincerely, 
The 2017-2018 Executive Director Team 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Iris Wu 
HBA ‘18 

Raman Paulovich 
MBA ‘18 

James Elmhirst 
MBA ‘18 

Victor Lal 
HBA ‘19 

https://youtu.be/MA2BKTJ89WE
mailto:leaderproject@ivey.ca
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Media  

Throughout the past year, LEADER has been featured in news from across the world. We thank 
our site partners for documenting LEADER’s impact in their communities. Below are some 
external media highlights: 

“NYEF, LEADER Project to hold business workshop” 
Kathmandu Post, March 5, 2018. 
The Nepalese Young Entrepreneurs’ Forum (NYEF), a non-profit organisation, has joined hands 
with the LEADER Project to organise a two-week workshop on business plan development for 
the fourth time. 
 
“Celebrating Business Success and Leadership: LEADER Project Networking Event”  
Macedonia2025, May 11, 2018. 
On May 10, Macedonia2025 organized the LEADER Project Networking Event in the presence of 
wide array of guests, organizational members, supporters, corporate partners, in-kind sponsors, 
current LEADER project participants, LEADER project alumni. 

 
“First Regional Business Pitching Competition in Belgrade supported by the Western Balkans 
Fund” 
CANSEE, Macedonia2025, Restart, June 22, 2018. 
After completing the successful editions of the LEADER project and announcing the three winners 
from Serbia, Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, awardees obtained the chance to jointly 
pitch their business ideas in front of a regional and international jury for the first time at the 
Regional Business Pitching Competition. 
 
“Macedonia2025 Toronto Tour: Bringing the Macedonian-Canadian Community Together”  
Macedonia2025, July 12, 2018. 
Part of Macedonia2025 team visited Toronto last month for a two-week period, where they had 
the opportunity to meet a number of business professionals of Macedonian origin that reside in 
the Greater Toronto Area, thus sharing Macedonia2025 mission and vision. 
 
“Sarajevo / CookUp Hub won the second round of Regional LEADER Project” 
Western Balkans Fund, Restart, August 10, 2018. 
As part of the LEADER Regional Business Pitching Competition, eight winners of the LEADER 
project from Macedonia, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina presented their business ideas in 
front of a three-member jury. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/printedition/news/2018-05-03/nyef-leader-project-to-hold-business-workshop.html
http://www.macedonia2025.com/activities/single/celebrating-business-success-and-leadership-leader-project-networking-event/
http://www.restart.ba/2018/06/18/first-regional-business-pitching-competition-in-belgrade-supported-by-the-western-balkans-fund/
http://www.restart.ba/2018/06/18/first-regional-business-pitching-competition-in-belgrade-supported-by-the-western-balkans-fund/
http://www.macedonia2025.com/activities/single/macedonia2025-toronto-tour-bringing-the-macedonian-canadian-community-together/
http://westernbalkansfund.org/2018/08/15/sarajevo-cookup-hub-won-the-second-round-of-regional-leader-project/
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Financial Overview 
 
LEADER ended its 2018 fiscal year with a surplus of $12,065 (Appendix 1). The surplus was 
primarily driven by the increased deposit per LEADERite from $500 to $1,000, a decision that was 
made to improve the financial security of LEADER and better position our organization to grow. 
The surplus will be invested in LEADER’s endowment fund and will contribute to funding new 
initiatives that will benefit our students and further our impact globally.   
 
Revenues 
 
Relative to fiscal 2017, revenues grew by 48% (from $32,403 to $47,990). This increase was 
supported by the success of several fundraising events held throughout the year. New additions 
to our event roster included the Connect Conference, a consulting case competition organized 
jointly by LEADER and the Pre-Business Students’ Network (PBSN).  
 
LEADER received the ticket revenue for the event, which totaled $1,280. Opportunities exist for 
expanding the Connect Conference in 2018/19, which LEADER will pursue in order to realize both 
a financial gain and increased brand awareness. 
 
Donations to LEADER remained consistent with fiscal 2017 totals, representing continued support 
from our alumni, the Ivey community at-large, and our many partners. LEADER would like to thank 
the Ivey Dean’s Office, AIMIA, MBAA, HBAA, and Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for 
Entrepreneurship for their continued support. LEADER’s work and impact would not be possible 
without our partners, and we look forward to leveraging their support to improve our impact in 
both existing and new sites.  
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Expenses 
 

Total expenses increased by 27% (from $28,352 to $35,924), with an increase in travel expenses 
accounting for the majority of the year-to-year change. The largest drivers of the increase include 
the city-wide rise in accommodation cost in Kathmandu, Nepal, and various increases in flight 
expenses across our global sites.  
 
Fiscal 2018 was the final year that LEADER will be paying accommodation expenses for the 
Nepal site – our site partner, the Nepalese Young Entrepreneurs Forum (NYEF), will take over 
this responsibility moving forward, removing a cost allocation for LEADER in fiscal 2019.  
 
LEADER would like to thank AIMIA for their continued support and donation of one million 
Aeroplan miles. This donation significantly helps LEADER in funding the cost of flights, and 
therefore allocate resources to other impact-driven areas. 
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LEADER Instructors 

The Project once again benefitted from a strong talent pool within Ivey’s MBA, MSc and HBA 
programs. Of the 73 total applications received (up from 64 applications in 2016/17), 28 dedicated 
team members were selected for this year’s team. In addition, the Project was excited to welcome 
one HBA alumni and current AIMIA employee as an instructor to this year’s team. 

LEADER instructors (“LEADERites”) are organized into internal committees and site teams. In 
addition, instructors go through a teaching and coaching boot camp prior to travelling to ensure 
consistency in the quality and material delivered through the program. While on-site, LEADERites 
provide lectures, lead case discussions, provide one-on-one coaching during the day, and tailor 
lesson plans during the evening.  

The passion from LEADERites throughout the year and on-site is evident and is critical to the 
Project’s ongoing success. The Project’s Executive Directors and Advisory Board would like to 
thank all LEADERites for their dedication and look forward to their continued support for years to 
come.  
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Participants 

The LEADER Project would not exist without the ambitious participants we train around the world. 
LEADER participants come from diverse backgrounds, with the Project attracting aspiring and 
current entrepreneurs ranging from students in their early 20s to seasoned professionals with 
decades of industry experience. When these different individuals come together in a classroom, 
they create an incredibly unique collection of ideas. Participants in the LEADER Project learn 
fundamental business and entrepreneurial skills over the two-week boot camp, culminating in a 
business plan pitch to local judges and potential investors.  

Through data collected by the Impact Committee, and based on responses from 138 respondents, 
the participants’ overall satisfaction with the LEADER program was rated at 4.62 out of 5. Some 
participants commented:  

“All components of the course were very useful and interesting. The professors did an excellent 
job.”  
- Restart (Bosnia and Herzegovina) 
 
“I love you all! I can't thank you enough for changing my life…” 
- JAIN University (India) 
 
“[LEADER] really helped me improve my communication skills, and my analytical and strategic 
thinking.” 
- Macedonia2025 (Macedonia) 

“The course was really well-managed and organized. It was very beneficial.” 
- NYEF (Nepal) 
 
“Very cool and supportive teachers. [LEADER] gave us new knowledge on how to analyze the 
condition of our business.” 
- Baikal State University (Russia) 
 
“Keep up the good work. Great enthusiasm from the LEADER instructors!” 
- CANSEE (Serbia) 
 
“The course gave an overall view for a start-up owner to know where to look at in their business. 
It is really interesting and helpful.” 
- SiHub (Vietnam) 
 
This year, LEADER taught a total of 245 students (58% Female, 42% Male) in seven countries. 
We thank all participants for their dedication and collaboration during our two-week programs.  
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Reflections from Andrew Rowland, 2018 AIMIA Volunteer 

Volunteering for the 2018 Ivey LEADER Project in Belgrade, Serbia 

This past May 2018, AIMIA and the Ivey LEADER Project provided me with an incredible 
opportunity to travel to Belgrade, Serbia alongside an outstanding team of Ivey leaders to teach 
invaluable business skills to local entrepreneurs. Not only was this an amazing experience 
personally but the positive impact of the LEADER Project was felt by students, fellow instructors, 
and on-site partners alike.  

AIMIA and the Ivey LEADER Project 

AIMIA has been a strong supporter of the Ivey LEADER Project since 2002 by donating the 
Aeroplan miles that help get instructors to sites all across the world, as well as allowing our 
members to do the same via the Beyond the Miles program. This exchange of knowledge has 
helped foster entrepreneurship in numerous places around the world by providing students with 
the skills needed to create their own small businesses and to make an impact in their local 
communities. Thank you AIMIA for your generosity and commitment to social impact! 

Zdravo Belgrade!  

A bustling, thriving city at the intersection of two gorgeous rivers, Belgrade took me by surprise.  
The Sava and Danube rivers make for a mesmerizing backdrop, with boats and cruise liners 
eagerly taking advantage of both rivers that lead to Belgrade.  

The Ivey LEADER Project was wise to set-up shop in a city that is not only filled with eager 
entrepreneurs, but with great food, drink, and architecture to boot! The local favorite, Cevapi, was 
a must eat and the plentiful cafes made the end of every day relaxing. The people are creative, 
community-oriented, and friendly. Belgrade is an amazing city that is the perfect mix of old and 
new culture! 

The On-Site Partner: the Canadian Serbian Business Association (CANSEE) 

CANSEE’s mission is to promote trade and development between Canada and Serbia by creating 
bilateral platforms for engagement and partnership. The CANSEE team, led by Mirjana Beaton, 
Ana Stefanovic, and Ana Simic were remarkable partners, hosts, and friends – the experience 
would not have been the same without their relentless effort and immaculate attention to detail. 
Thank you to the CANSEE team for your sponsorships – you delivered exceptionally well on your 
mission! 

The Students 

I was most impressed by the caliber of our students. They were intelligent, creative, 
entrepreneurial, engaged, and thoughtful. They came from diverse backgrounds and industries, 
ranging from recent graduates, professionals, to seasoned business-owners.  
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What they all had in common was their willingness to engage in Ivey’s renowned case method 
that simulates real business situations. Our group of students participated in an intensive two-
week schedule of lively case discussions and team-based activities which culminated in a 
business plan competition that was presented in front of local business leaders and 
representatives from the Canadian Embassy. I can safely say that all of our students completed 
the program with enhanced critical thinking abilities, collaboration skills, and the ability to drive 
towards structured recommendations amid uncertainty. 

In Conclusion 

I am grateful to AIMIA, the Ivey LEADER Project, my fellow instructors, CANSEE, and our 
amazing students for providing me with an incredible experience to make a social impact in 
Belgrade, Serbia. I have a strong appreciation for the mission of the Ivey LEADER Project in 
spreading business skills and entrepreneurship in communities around the world – thank you! 

 
- Andrew Rowland, Manager, Retail Account Planning & Corporate Development, AIMIA 
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Site Summaries 
 
In 2018, 28 LEADERites travelled to our seven sites across the world. These sites included:  
 

• India 

• Nepal 

• Vietnam 

• Russia 

• Bosnia and Herzegovina 

• Serbia 

• Macedonia 
 
We are thankful to our site partners for their continued collaboration with LEADER, and we look 
forward to building greater impact over time with each of our current sites. 

 

Bangalore, India 
Written by Raman Paulovich 
 
The 2018 team for LEADER included Mike 
Patterson (MBA ’18), Yannick Pichler (MBA 
’18), Liam Corrigan (MSc ’18) and Raman 
Paulovich (MBA ’18). The site partner lead at 
Jain University, CMS Business School was 
Justina Sumathi, who helped to coordinate all 
logistics for the LEADER team when on-site 
in Bangalore. Ms. Sumanthi was an 
outstanding site partner lead and is expected 
to continue her role in helping LEADER with 
future teaching engagements.  
 
Over two weeks, 24 students ranging from 22 to 24 years-old participated in the LEADER Project.  
The majority of the students were completing their MBA degrees at Jain University and had a 
strong marketing background. The students were open-minded and were extremely excited about 
the opportunity to learn about all facets of entrepreneurship, specifically finance and accounting, 
where they were interested in approaches to raising capital for small businesses and leading high-
growth companies. In-class participation and contribution were excellent, and the students were 
always excited to discuss complex business topics. Furthermore, students continuously 
challenged each other to critically think through cases and to apply these learnings to India’s 
unique cultural, political, and business environment. Several of the students have openly 
mentioned that they do not usually speak up during their regular MBA lectures; therefore, it was 
extremely rewarding and inspiring to see them engage their fellow classmates in case analysis, 
challenging each other’s ideas and arguments, and engaging in thoughtful dialogue. The coaching 
sessions that paired LEADER instructors with student groups working on their business ideas 
were especially well received by the students as they allowed for more tailored discussions 
focused on the students’ distinct needs.  
 
The students’ capstone project was a competition where teams of students were given the 
opportunity to pitch business ideas in front of the LEADER panel and receive feedback. The 
students were guided through an outline of how such a pitch should be structured during the 
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lectures leading up to the business plan competition. During the competition, the LEADER panel 
took the role of real investors and provided input that could help the students in future business 
plan pitches. The students developed a wide range of new business ideas that included: an online 
platform to sell highly customized men’s dress shoes, a food reseller business that brought unique 
cooking ingredients from India’s North East to Bangalore, and a mobile ticketing system to enable 
the purchase of bus tickets for long journeys between cities. All pitches included a detailed 
opportunity sizing breakdown, financial projections, marketing plan, and an implementation 
strategy.     
 
Throughout the program, LEADER instructors were exposed to the diverse cultures and religions 
of India through day-to-day interactions with students and the local population. We were also able 
to venture out on a day trip to the historical city of Mysore and cheer for the Royal Challengers 
Bangalore, a local cricket club. India was an unforgettable life experience for the 2018 LEADER 
team and we encourage all LEADERites to experience India! 
 

Kathmandu, Nepal 
Written by Angela He 
 
This year’s Nepal LEADER team consisted of five 
amazing individuals: Yannick Pichler (MBA ’18), Aiden 
Miller (HBA ’19), Amy Wang (HBA ’19), Natalie Ngo 
(HBA ’19), and Angela He (HBA ’19). LEADER is 
grateful for site leads Upasana Shrestha and Juna 
Mathema from the Nepalese Young Entrepreneurs 
Forum (NYEF), who helped to coordinate program 
logistics and provide recommendations for cultural 
activities. 
 
With 31 students, this year’s class was the largest out of the three years that LEADER has been 
in Nepal! By the end of the two-week program, the students presented 12 incredible business 
plans. The class was diverse and included undergraduate business/hospitality school students, 
MBA students, as well as experienced entrepreneurs (one student operated a family-run rice 
paper business, another was a bodybuilder who had his own fitness brand that produced a 
nutritious powder blend). Although the students’ experiences were diverse, all were looking 
forward to starting-up or scaling their ventures. In addition, the students’ business plans were 
equally diverse – pitches were made for an agriculture venture, a Panipuri food stall, a “pizza 
cone” business, and an app to help treat stammering.  
 
The LEADER Nepal team had a great experience teaching lectures and cases on business 
fundamentals (Marketing, Operations, Strategy, Financial Statements, etc.) to this large and 
intelligent class. As well, the instructors were inspired by after-class coaching sessions, when the 
students shared their creative and culturally-relevant business ideas. Outside of class, the 
instructors were even able to chat with a few hospitality school professors about Ivey’s case-
based method! The students particularly enjoyed a lecture on Managing People led by Yannick, 
where he talked about different leadership styles, facilitated various managerial role-play 
exercises, and guided students to discover their own communication styles through a quiz. The 
students’ least favourite class was the “Cash Flow” lecture; one student joked that, “Nepalese 
people hate accounting!” Overall, the program helped students to develop their entrepreneurial 
instincts and endeavours. The best aspect of all: our student-entrepreneurs became acquainted 
with each other during the program, and some are planning to start ventures together! The 
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instructors still keep in touch with the students and the LEADER Nepal community, and are happy 
to hear the positive impact LEADER has had in Kathmandu. 
 
There were various moments that caused the instructors to reflect on how different Nepal is from 
Canada, from cultural to political, business, and operational differences. Furthermore, the 
LEADERites were lucky to experience the beautiful Nepalese sights, delicious Nepalese food, 
and the warm hearts of the Nepalese people. We wish our students all the best in their endeavours 
and cannot wait to see what they accomplish! 

 

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
Written by Jarvis Lu 

 

This year marked LEADER’s 

second year in Vietnam. The team 

consisted of Amaara Dhanji 

(HBA ’19), Jenny Xue (HBA ’18), 

Leroi Yu (HBA ’18), and Jarvis Lu 

(MBA ’18). LEADER’s local site 

partner was the Saigon Innovation 

Hub (SIHUB). SIHUB has a 

mission to connect, support, and 

promote entrepreneurial activity 

and innovation. SIHUB supports Vietnamese entrepreneurs in navigating the start-up ecosystem, 

obtaining funding, providing a workspace, as well as offering workshops via partnerships with 

organizations from all over the world. LEADER would like to thank the Canadian Consulate in 

Vietnam, as well as SIHUB for their generous hospitality and the outstanding collaboration that 

enhanced the team’s ability to provide an effective two-week program.  

 

Over the two weeks, the LEADER instructors gave lectures, led interesting case discussions, and 

offered business coaching to a class of 29 students. All students were either current or aspiring 

entrepreneurs, with strong interests in launching their own businesses. The class was diverse in 

age, educational and professional backgrounds. The students were very engaged in the 

marketing and finance lectures, asking for more resources on current marketing trends and 

booking time with the instructors after class to discuss advanced financel concepts. It was exciting 

to see how the classroom dynamic evolved over the two weeks, as the students became more 

vocal and confident in expressing their perspectives on business concepts. By the end of the 

program, students were giving each other constructive feedback during the final business pitch 

presentations.  

 
The instructors experienced the warm Vietnamese hospitality outside of the classroom as well. 

LEADER instructors were treated to a new Vietnamese delicacy almost every day, from different 

regional foods, to special coconuts, to street snacks. One student even sent links to online recipes 

of the team’s favourite local foods! Other highlights include being introduced to fried crickets, 

singing Canadian and Vietnamese songs at karaoke, and enjoying a variety of seafood specialties. 

The students and instructors became close friends (inviting the instructors, as well as each other, 
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into their homes for meals), actively debating business scenarios, and even becoming business 

partners! Two students who met through the program came up with a brand-new business idea 

on the final day of the program. The LEADER instructors received a message several days after 

the program ended that the students proceeded with their venture idea and have established a 

website to launch the venture! The instructors wish all the student entrepreneurs success and will 

be following along intently with their business journeys via Facebook. 

 

Irkutsk, Russia 
Written by Victor Lal  
 
2018 saw a return to one of our oldest 
partners: Baikal State University in Irkutsk, 
Russia. LEADER was represented by Blaine 
Morry (MBA ’18), Alex Machielsen (MBA ’18), 
Eva Xu (HBA ’18), and Victor Lal (HBA ’19).  
 
In total, over 60 students from Irkutsk 
participated in LEADER’s 2018 program, with 
this group being divided into two classes: one 
taught in English, and the other in Russian. 
The Russian class was taught with the help of 
our site partners and translators, Kate, Elena, 
and Rutfina. Students from both classes were incredibly engaged and excited for the program, 
and the instructors made sure to match their energy. For instance, the instructors purposefully 
embedded local content into the lectures. This included examples such as Babr, a half-tiger, half-
beaver that is the symbol of Irkutsk, which the instructors included everywhere possible within the 
course content! The students loved this adaptation of the curriculum, as well as the instructors’ 
(unsuccessful) efforts to learn how to speak Russian.  
 
The majority of students came to LEADER with a background in business studies from both an 
undergraduate and master’s level. Several entrepreneurs and local business representatives, as 
well as faculty members of Baikal State University, also participated. The team found that the best 
classroom discussion came from asking the students difficult business questions that extended 
from LEADER’s curriculum. For instance: “Was Steve Jobs a great leader? How do we distinguish 
between a visionary versus a people leader – does a great leader need to be both, either, or 
neither?”  
 
The program culminated with business plan pitches from the students. These ranged from a local 
food delivery service, to an Escape Room-styled outdoor adventure experience, to a gym that 
used innovative technology to generate electricity from workout equipment. The students 
demonstrated incredible creativity while also drawing upon the business lessons taught through 
LEADER, such as creating a detailed set of projected financial statements, a go-to-market 
strategy, and how to make strategic decisions in a competitive market. The instructors are still in 
contact with the students regarding their business plans and hope to help turn them into actual 
businesses in the near future.  
 
Outside of the classroom, the LEADER instructors were introduced to Russian culture in a variety 
of ways. From incredible food (such as borscht) to visiting Lake Baikal (the deepest freshwater 
lake in the world) our site partner and students made sure we saw the natural and cultural beauty 
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of Siberia. The day trip to Lake Baikal was a definite highlight of the trip, as the LEADER 
instructors were able to see the massive frozen lake and experience the heritage of Russian 
people who have lived beside Lake Baikal for hundreds of years.   
 
The fantastic two-weeks would not have been possible without LEADER’s incredible site partner, 
Baikal State University (BSU), and the BSU representatives that supported LEADER along the 
way. From coordinating logistics, to helping instructors communicate and bond with students, to 
ensuring the instructors were able to culturally experience Russia, the BSU team was incredibly 
collaborative throughout this year. This is a continuation of our strong historical partnership, which 
we hope will continue to grow and strengthen into the foreseeable future.  
 
To all of our Russian friends, both new and old – thank you for an incredible two weeks. We 
cannot wait to see you again – if there’s one thing that LEADER has taught us, it’s that the world 
is a much smaller place than we all think.  

 

Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina 
Written by Chris Mitchell  
 
This was the second year of the LEADER Project in 
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. The site 
partners, Salih Musić, Managing Director of Restart, 
and Aiša Telalović, Project Manager at Restart, 
continue to strengthen the entrepreneurial and 
business community in Sarajevo by providing many 
resources to locals, including the LEADER Project. 
 
The team representing LEADER in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina this year was Sarah-Jane Wolch 
(MBA ’18), Chris Mitchell (MBA ’18), Brenda Xue 
(HBA ’18), and Jason Cho (HBA ’19). In total, 29 
students participated in the 2018 program.  
 
The students came from a diverse set of 
backgrounds. Among others, included in the class 
were a handful of entrepreneurs and lawyers, a few 
computer scientists and operations specialists, a 
dentist, and an accountant. Engagement in class was 
high from day one with many students eager to share 
their thoughts and ideas during both the lecture and case components. The level of discussion 
was also at a high level. Many students were able to share their expertise on various topics 
covered throughout the course.  
 
All of the students participated in the pitch competition on the final day of class. It was a great 
opportunity for the students to develop and present their business ideas in front of an audience, 
which included three local investors who acted as judges. The presentations were very high in 
calibre and a representative from the top three teams (Emina Zahirović-Pintarić, Ali Sayyed, and 
Srđan Majkić) went on to present their pitches at the Regional Business Pitching Competition in 
Belgrade, Serbia on June 22, 2018. Special thanks to Sarah-Jane Wolch for continuing to coach 
these participants after the LEADER Project classes ended. 
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The LEADERite team particularly enjoyed the process of going through case analysis with the 
class in a structured manner to ensure that the students were able to become comfortable with 
making decisions amidst ambiguity. The case method also gave students a framework to use in 
the future when making important business decisions regarding their own entrepreneurial 
ventures. 
 
The team thoroughly enjoyed the two-weeks in Sarajevo and the surrounding area. The site 
partners were fantastic and went out of their ways to ensure the LEADERites had a great time in 
Bosnia & Herzegovina. The LEADERite team took a day-trip to Mostar and were often joined by 
the Restart teamfor dinner and drinks throughout the week. One of the students also hosted a 
great networking event at their office during the first week of the program which was a fantastic 
way for the instructors to get to know the students and for the students to engage with each other. 
The class voiced their high expectations of the LEADER instructors on the first day and we were 
delighted to exceed these expectations and received great feedback. For example, one student 
commented: 
 
“The LEADER program was one of the best trainings I had in my professional career, and I will 
certainly put this knowledge and experience to good use. I would like to thank you for all the efforts 
in organizing this program, it was a pleasure meeting you and learning so much from you.” - 
Semina Husomanović 
 
We believe that the LEADER Project is making a significant difference in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
by providing a quality education and fostering an excellent network for the many individuals who 
are making positive change in this beautiful country. Team Bosnia 2018 very much looks forward 
to LEADER’s continued partnership with Restart in Bosnia and Herzegovina! 
 

Belgrade, Serbia 
Written by Dylan Scanlan  
 
The third year of LEADER’s partnership with 
the Canadian Serbian Business Association 
(CANSEE) was a resounding success, with 
the largest group of students yet. The 2018 
LEADER team of Mehek Mansure (MBA ’18), 
Iris Wu (HBA ’18), Leo Zhang (HBA ’19), 
Dylan Scanlan (HBA ’19), and Andrew 
Rowland (AIMIA Volunteer), enjoyed an 
incredibly fulfilling and action-packed two-
weeks in Belgrade. 
 
The partners at CANSEE made the team feel truly at home by going above and beyond 
expectations to give both students and instructors a unique experience. Highlights of the program 
included a gala reception at the Canadian Ambassador’s residence, a social at the Canadian 
Embassy, a networking event with LEADER’s Belgrade participant alumni at a student-owned 
venue space, and a tour of Belgrade’s largest innovation hub. The team also visited the offices of 
Happy Honey, a promising food startup founded by a 2016 LEADER alumnus. These additional 
activities added tremendous value to the student experience and gave the instructors an 
opportunity to interact with the students and understand the cultural context for business decisions 
in Serbia. The students were also always eager to show the instructors around town and introduce 
the team to cevapi (traditional Balkan skinless-sausage). 
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The 2018 class comprised of students from a wide variety of educational and professional 
backgrounds, including mining, telecom, finance, hospitality, and the government. Belgrade is an 
advanced site, with most students having at least 5 years of work experience and strong English 
communication skills. As such, students were always eager to share their industry knowledge and 
unique perspectives during case discussions, often leading to very rich dialogue. Many students 
took advantage of the after-class consultations with LEADER instructors to discuss their business 
ideas, which culminated in a successful pitch day. The instructors were joined on the judging 
panel by members from CANSEE, the Canadian Embassy, and the Belgrade Chamber of 
Commerce. The winning pitch was an incubator for food related startups, which would offer 
kitchen space, equipment and consulting services for food entrepreneurs, which we learned are 
referred to as food-preneurs. The runner-ups were a wearable health device with a hydration 
tracking technology, and a zero-waste vegan restaurant.  
 
This year, CANSEE announced that they would be partnering with two other LEADER partners - 
Macedonia2025 and Restart (Bosnia and Herzegovina)! The organizations will co-host an 
international start-up pitch competition for the top three teams from Serbia, Macedonia, and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. With the financial support of the Western Balkans Fund, the final 
winning team will receive seed funding of 10,000 euros. This will be a great opportunity for the 
winning teams to present their ideas to a larger audience, including potential investors. LEADER’s 
impact is truly amazing, providing fantastic opportunities for our students in the Balkan region.  
 
We are confident that the LEADER Belgrade site will remain a key site in the future, supported by 
a fantastic partner – CANSEE. We are excited to see what the future holds for the students! 
 
 

Skopje, Macedonia 
Written by Nina Turkiewicz 
 
The LEADER Project completed its 11th year in 
Skopje, Macedonia. This year’s LEADER team 
consisted of Nina Turkiewicz (MBA ’18), James 
Elmhirst (MBA ’18), Pranav Bhardwaj (MBA ’18), 
and Sara Raza (HBA ’19). With the support of its 
site partner, Macedonia2025, the LEADER team 
continued to foster strong connections within the 
Macedonian business community. Macedonia2025 
has been an invaluable partner and has allowed 
LEADER to work with more than 300 entrepreneurs 
over the past eleven years. The LEADER team 
continues to be impressed with the participants’ enthusiasm for the case-study method, 
willingness to engage in lively debates, and ability to grow and develop their business plans over 
the course of the two-week program.  
 
In preparing for the LEADER Project, Macedonia2025 received more than 100 applications due 
to the strong reputation of the program in Macedonia and the region. The Project accepted 33 
strong entrepreneurs. The initial survey sent out to participants revealed that 67% of survey 
respondents had a master’s degree and 67% of them already had their own businesses.  
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The LEADERites customized the curriculum based on their own unique experience and the needs 
of the site. This included local content and significant opportunities for participants to build their 
presentation and communication skills. The curriculum was supplemented by in-depth coaching 
sessions to help participants analyze their businesses and prepare for their business pitch. The 
instructors had the opportunity to share individual experiences with the students and to learn 
about Macedonia and its unique challenges and opportunities.  
  
Several special events were held during the two-week LEADER Project which added to the 
participants’ experience. These events included multiple guest speakers, including Wolfgang 
Maringer (Plant Director, Arcelor Mittal Macedonia) and Dejan Kalinikov (Managing Director, 
SEAF). The participants also had the opportunity to meet with LEADER Project alumni, business 
executives, and supporters at a networking event held at a local hotel. The night was capped off 
by an address given by Her Excellency Kati Csaba (Ambassador of Canada to Serbia, Macedonia, 
and Montenegro). Her Excellency spoke of the importance of entrepreneurship and education to 
the Balkan region.  
 
The culmination of the LEADER Project was a day of exceptional business pitches. The students 
devoted significant time and energy to formalize and refine their presentations, and incorporated 
learnings from the program. The panel of judges included representatives from industry, politics, 
and finance. The LEADER Project looks forward to hearing how these students scale their new 
ventures and contribute to economic development of Macedonia and the region as a whole.  
 

 

Future Site Outlook 
 
In 2018-2019, LEADER aims to continue our partnership with our seven aforementioned site 
partners. Additionally, we intend to explore our relationship with ETRE Ayisyen in Haiti, therefore 
re-engaging a former site partner that helped us create impact in a nation that truly needs local 
entrepreneurs for economic development. Lastly, we will continue to explore the possibility of an 
Indigenous site in Northern Canada and aim to complete an exploratory trip and pilot program in 
2018-2019. 
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Committee Reports 
 

Curriculum 
 
This year the Curriculum committee focused on introducing more practical and modern content 
that the program participants could apply directly to their businesses. In addition, the Committee 
continued content localization efforts initiated in previous years. Considering these priorities, 
several new cases and lectures were introduced, such as Kaffeine: The Nepalese Cafe 
Opportunity.  
 
This year’s Curriculum Committee consisted of two HBA students and two MBA students. A 
special thank you goes to Alex Machielsen (MBA ’18), Leo Zhang (HBA ’19), Dylan Scanlan 
(HBA ’19), and Nina Turkiewicz (MBA ’18) for their tremendous effort and committment.  
 
Key Achievements in 2017/2018: 
 

• Replaced several outdated cases with new cases written in partnership with local 
businesses at different LEADER sites 

• Implemented modifications to over 80% of the curriculum material, including: 
o Redesigned several lectures to explain concepts by using practical examples and 

demonstrations 
o Enhanced the effectiveness and relevance of lectures by incorporating practical 

business skills (e.g., online research, communications, valuation, etc.) 
o Added new forms of educational media (e.g., videos, images, handouts, and 

interactive exercises) 
o Created extensions to several lectures to feature more advanced material and 

concepts 
o Leveraged creativity from previous years’ site teams to create interactive lectures 

that feature case studies of famous companies (e.g., Dove Real Beauty Campaign).  
• Daily curriculum survey was updated to collect feedback on lecture materials and cases 

enabling immediate improvements to be implemented  
• Provided greater flexibility to site teams by allowing them to order the curriculum according 

their preferences and add local examples 

 
Future Outlook 
 
As LEADER continues to focus on entrepreneurial students, the curriculum must include cases 
and business concepts that are relevant to the changing competitive landscape at LEADER’s 
different sites. Thus, LEADER should continue to phase out outdated concepts and cases.  
 
Partnering with the Africa Service Learning Program, on-site entrepreneurs, and LEADER alumni 
are some options to create new and relevant teaching cases. As well, LEADER should continue 
to create a robust and challenging curriculum for advanced sites. With a majority of students at 
advanced sites having previous work experience and business education, these students can 
benefit from a challenging and differentiated curriculum. With the growing importance of 
technology in business, LEADER should also look to provide guidance on the effectiveness of 
common business technologies and capabilities.  
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Fundraising & Social  
 
The Fundraising and Social Committee strived to empower individual LEADERites for self-
fundraising, engage LEADER alumni, and build camaraderie in the broader team. This year, the 
committee focused on hosting smaller fundraising events and alumni engagement. Thank you to 
Mike Patterson (MBA ’18), Yannick Pichler (MBA ‘18), Jenny Xue (HBA ’18), Natalie Ngo 
(HBA ’19), and Sara Raza (HBA ‘19) for their accomplishments this year.  
 
Key Achievements in 2017/2018: 
 
LEADER 27th Alumni Event  
The 27th Alumni Event was hosted at The Ballroom and brought together over 50 LEADER alumni 
to share teaching and travel stories. The event provided a unique opportunity for the 2018 
LEADER team to learn from alumni experiences abroad and was a chance for site teams to 
reconnect. Highlights from the event include a live trivia game that tested the Alumni on their 
LEADER knowledge, the attendance of LEADER’s site partner CANSEE, and a speech from 
LEADER 1991 alumnus Robert Elensky.  
 
Ivey Homecoming  
LEADER hosted a reunion event for Ivey alumni in October. In a small group setting, current 
LEADERites shared stories of their experiences in Nepal and Russia while contrasting and 
comparing with stories from alumni. The alumni enjoyed sharing past photos and recounting 
memories with current LEADERites.  
 
MBA London Knights Game and Curling Events 
With the pivot toward smaller and more profitable fundraising events, LEADER organized two 
events for the MBA class: a London Knights game and a curling night. Both were extremely 
successful, with large turnouts from the MBA class (80+ attendees for London Knights and 50+ 
attendees for curling). 
 
PBSN Conference 
LEADER worked with representatives from the Pre-Business Students’ Network (PBSN), 
McKinsey & Company, The Boston Consulting Group, and Bain & Company to host a live case 
competition to first and second year Western students. The event not only raised close to $1,300, 
but also increased LEADER’s presence on campus, particularly to future Ivey students.  
 
LEADERite Individual Fundraising 
LEADER focused on educating and supporting LEADERites’ individual fundraising efforts to 
support their travel. Several LEADERites used creative ideas to engage their communities; for 
example, three LEADERites hosted a fun and challenging escape room in Ivey classrooms for 
their MBA classmates.  
 
Future Outlook 
 
The committee is excited for another year of creative experimentation. Next year’s team will focus 
on increasing engagement at the HBA level. LEADER should strive to discover the best way to 
engage alumni. Finally, the committee will look to empower LEADERites to run individual events 
in small groups. 
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Impact 
 
2018 was the second year of the Impact Committee, which was formed to measure, track, and 
communicate the impact that LEADER is having on the participants and the local economies that 
it operates in. The Impact committee consisted of three HBA students, and three MBA students: 
Amy Wang (HBA ’20), Aiden Miller (HBA ’19), Leroi Yu (HBA ’18), Raman Paulovich (MBA ’18), 
Chris Mitchell (MBA ’18), and Jarvis Lu (MBA ’18).  
 
In 2018, the Impact committee recognized that they would need to foster a culture of impact 
measurement throughout all LEADERites to improve and be successful. As the majority of 
LEADERites graduate each year, and only HBA1 students provide continuity within the program, 
it is often difficult to measure LEADER impact in the following academic year. To address this, 
the committee mandated that each site conduct impact-related interviews and collect student 
contact information. The committee also encouraged LEADERites to visit businesses started by 
past participants and discuss the creation of a “LEADER homecoming”, where past LEADER 
students come on-site to discuss their experience with current students.  
 
Key Achievements in 2017/2018: 
 

• Conducted interviews with two LEADER participants at each site, which included students 

who benefited from the curriculum, businesses which transitioned to the “next-level” as a result 

of LEADER, and students with interesting business concepts or businesses that could 

significantly benefit local communities. The interviews will be compiled into a success story 

document and shared with LEADER’s community.  

• Created case studies on previous LEADER participants, demonstrating the efficacy of the 

program to potential site-partners, sponsors, incoming LEADERites, and participants. 

• Continued surveys of LEADERites, site partners, and participants. These surveys are in the 

same format and collect similar information to the 2017 LEADER surveys. This is a positive 

first-step in allowing the Impact committee to pursue their mandate of tracking the long-term 

effect of the LEADER project. 

• Followed up with the previous cohort by distributing the first past participant survey. This 

survey was distributed approximately 9 months after the 2017 LEADER projects and followed-

up on students’ ongoing progress in launching their entrepreneurial ventures 

 
Results  
 
Surveys were distributed to approximately 30 LEADERites, 200 participants, and 7 site partners. 

A 77% response rate gives confidence in the representation of these results, a slight improvement 

from last year (75%). The data collected from these results also indicate an encouraging level of 

participant and site partner satisfaction. Participants rated the experience an average 4.6/5.0 and 

indicated their likelihood of recommendation to program to others was 4.8/5.0. 

 
Future Outlook 
 
The ability of the committee to meet the goal of measuring impact will depend entirely on a 

commitment to the established processes for data collection and an ongoing effort by the full 

LEADERite team to engage with entrepreneurs on-site to collect and analyze both quantitative 
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and qualitative data. It is recommended that future Impact Committees continue collaborating with 

other LEADER committees, following up with past participants, writing featured case studies on 

successful participants, and finding new and creative ways to track and demonstrate our impact 

to LEADER stakeholders. 

 

Logistics 
 

This year, the Logistics Committee focused on standardizing its processes by updating all relevant 

supporting documents and manuals. This project was a priority in order to refresh much of the 

material that had been developed several years prior. By refreshing these documents, the 

Logistics Committee aims to ensure consistent, updated knowledge is transferred to the next year.  

The Logistics Committee consisted of Brenda Xue (HBA ‘18), Jason Cho (HBA ‘19), Liam 
Corrigan (MSc ‘18), Sarah Jane Wolch (MBA ‘18), and Pranav Bhardwaj (MBA ‘18). Thank you 
to the committee for their contributions to LEADER this year!  
 
Key Achievements in 2017/2018: 
 

● Continuous communication and involvement with LEADERites travelling to complex 

locations that  

● Earlier site assignment allowed for efficient use of Aeroplan/flight model to better allocate 

resources to each LEADERite  

○ Transparency in how Aeroplan points or monetary compensation were allocated 

○ Allocation amount provided to all LEADERites three months prior to travel date  

● Updating site packages to better reflect the country’s unique culture and building on 

experiences of past LEADERites  

 
Future Outlook 
 
The goal of the Logistics Committee is to ensure that all LEADERites arrive and depart from each 
site safely and efficiently. Future teams should look to not only fulfill this duty, but to also improve 
LEADER processes. While refreshed and updated documents are a good step towards 
standardizing work and setting timelines, future LEADERites should understand the value of 
knowledge transfer as one of the best methods of acquiring accurate and relevant feedback. 
Teams should think creatively to continue to find ways to gather this information and implement it 
in existing practices.  
 
Logistics should look to improve communication and organization of the entire LEADER team. 
Primary points of contact with each site partner should be shifted from the executive team to site 
captains earlier to alleviate additional responsibility from the executive team and allow site teams 
to better establish relationships with their site partners.  
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Marketing & Communications  
 
This year, the Marketing & Communications (“M&C”) Committee’s goal was to increase 
LEADER’s brand awareness and engagement by: 1) increasing awareness within the broader 
Ivey community (future LEADERites, potential sponsors, students and faculty); 2) increasing 
engagement with LEADER alumni; and 3) increasing engagement within the LEADER team. 
Thank you to Eva Xu (HBA ’18), Mehek Mansure (MBA ‘18), Blaine Morry (MBA ‘18), Amaara 
Dhanji (HBA ‘19), and Angela He (HBA ‘20) for making our year a success! 
  
Key Achievements in 2017/2018: 
  
Portfolio of Media Content:  

• Two videos were created and uploaded to LEADER’s YouTube Channel 
• A video promoting the annual Alumni Event was filmed, edited, and emailed to all alumni 

as well as promoted on social media 
• An informational video on LEADER was filmed and uploaded to the LEADER website to 

provide an overview of the program to site partners, website visitors, and other newcomers 
• Photo and video content from past years was collected and centralized on a shared 

Google Drive to serve as a library of potential content for digital channels 
• Submission quotas were implemented to drive content creation from the team, resulting 

in at least two pieces of experiential content per LEADERite per day spent abroad 
 
Social Media Engagement: 

• Photo content from this year’s travels have been posted on a weekly basis to our 
Instagram account, showcasing our LEADERites and site partners. Video content will also 
be posted on social media throughout the summer 

• Facebook posts averaged over a 400 reach, and achieved 200 followers on Instagram! 
 
Site Advertising Packages: 

• Past metrics collected by the Impact Committee that show the positive benefit LEADER 
has had were added to site packages 

• Success stories highlighting students that used LEADER taught approaches were added 
to site packages 

• Each site package was customized to demonstrate instructor profiles  
• A sample case and schedule were added to give students a flavor of what a typical day 

would look like  
 
Website Updates: 

• The LEADER website was updated and revised to include current information relating to 
team roster, impact statistics, donation page mechanics, and marketing collateral (general 
introduction video) 

• The donation page was revised to include an informational video, along with a simplified 
user interface that simplifies the process.  

• Another important achievement was the re-introduction of the interactive history page, 
which details the creation of the LEADER Project (then known as Project USSR), 
important milestones, keynote reflections, and current events. The interface also includes 
an interactive map created in conjunction with the impact team, which shows past and 
current sites along with site partner descriptions. This page is to be updated moving 
forward. 
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Future Outlook 
 
M&C will continue developing and linking external channels including social media avenues, 
blogs, and the primary website. In the next year, M&C especially wants to push for greater social 
media branding and engagement on Instagram and Facebook. In terms of LEADERite 
requirements during the travel period, the committee will continue to push for group/site quotas 
and encourage captions to help describe the media content captured.  
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Advisory Board 
 
The LEADER Project Advisory Board is critical to the Project’s success each year. The Board is 
designed to provide continuity, expertise, and help guide strategic direction for the operating team. 
This year’s Advisory Board is comprised of the following individuals: 
 
Advisory Board 
 

Name Board Position LEADER Year 

Robert Davis Advisory Board Co-Chair HBA ‘08 

Taylor Sekhon Advisory Board Co-Chair HBA ‘14 

Anton Thajkov Advisory Board HBA ‘10 

David Bassin Advisory Board MBA ‘06 

Lisa Dymond Advisory Board MBA ‘06 

Paul Fleming Advisory Board MBA ‘96 

Mark Gilbert Advisory Board MBA ‘12 

Mike Hornby-Smith Advisory Board MBA ‘08 

Cassandra Lee-Chiang Advisory Board HBA ‘13 

Sarah Buck Advisory Board Manager of Projects, PMI 

  
Operations Committee 
 

David Gaida Operations Committee Chair MBA ‘14 

Stephen Reddin Operations Committee Chair MBA ‘15 

Zach Hamel Operations Committee HBA ‘16 

Jesse Slaunwhite Operations Committee MBA ‘16 

Matthew Mahoney Operations Committee MBA ‘16 

Farah Kurji Operations Committee MBA ‘17 

Joel Pipher Operations Committee MBA ‘17 

Cathy Chen Operations Committee HBA ‘18 
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Contact Page 
 
If you have any questions or inquiries, please contact the LEADER Project at:  
 
LEADER Project 
Ivey Business School at Western University 
1255 Western Road 
London, Ontario, Canada 
N6G0N1 
 
For email inquiries, please contact us at leaderproject@ivey.ca.  
 
If your questions are specific to the Advisory Board, please contact 
advisoryboard@leaderproject.com.  
 
 
 
Website: www.leaderproject.com  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/theleaderproject/  
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/iveyleaderproject/ 
 
  

mailto:leaderproject@ivey.ca
mailto:advisoryboard@leaderproject.com
http://www.leaderproject.com/
https://www.facebook.com/theleaderproject/
https://www.instagram.com/iveyleaderproject/
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Thank You to our Sponsors 
  

Links:  
 
AIMIA 
Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship 
Ivey Business School – Dean’s Office 
Ivey MBA Student Association 
Ivey HBA Student Association 
Ivey Publishing 
Ivey Advancement  

http://www.aimia.com/
http://www.aimia.com/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/entrepreneurship/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/entrepreneurship/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/
http://iveymbaa.ca/
http://iveymbaa.ca/
http://www.iveyhbaa.ca/
http://www.iveyhbaa.ca/
https://www.iveycases.com/
https://www.iveycases.com/
http://www.ivey.uwo.ca/alumni/
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Appendix 
 

Appendix 1: 2018 and Historical Income Statement 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEADER Income Statement 

For Years Ending August 31st
$ Canadian

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Revenue
Fundraising Campaign
Individual Donations 4,816$             5,138$              3,665$              14,398$             5,709$                 5,921$           
Collective Donations 2,835$             9,106$              10,413$            4,281$               2,566$                 2,961$           
Other Donations -$                 625$                 2,000$              -$                     -$               
Subtotal Fundraising 7,651$             14,869$            16,078$            18,679$             8,274$                8,883$           

Fundraising Events 7,017$             14,825$            1,255$              3,412$               270$                    2,623$           

Institutional Fundraising 30,600$           28,979$            13,534$            15,040$             16,350$              16,958$         

Other Revenue 4,919$             5,568$              7,535$              5,010$               7,509$                 19,526$         

Total Revenue 50,187$          64,241$            38,402$            42,141$             32,403$              47,990$         

Expenditures 
General & Administrative Expenses 3,610$             3,414$              2,874$              3,106$               1,333$                2,920$           

Travel Expenses
Flights 26,054$           27,378$            17,223$            17,944$             17,402$              22,155$         
Aeroplan Taxes & Fees 9,158$             6,422$              4,870$              5,664$               5,609$                 4,830$           
Other Travel Expenses 2,288$             13,318$            5,985$              7,366$               3,968$                 6,012$           
Subtotal Travel 37,500$          47,118$            28,078$            30,973$             26,979$              32,997$         

Contingency Expenses 1,940$             1,219$              4,421$              -$                   40$                      7$                   
Expansion Expenses -$                 -$                  4,500$              -$                   -$                     -$               

Total Expenditures 43,050$          51,751$            39,872$            34,080$             28,352$              35,924$         

Surplus/(Deficit) 7,137$             12,490$            (1,471)$            8,061$               4,051$                12,065$         
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Appendix 2: Team Roster 
 

 

Name Program Committee Site

Brenda Xue HBA2 Logistics Bosnia and Herzegovina

Jason Cho HBA1 Logistics Bosnia and Herzegovina

Chris Mitchell MBA Impact Bosnia and Herzegovina

Sarah Jane Wolch MBA Logistics Bosnia and Herzegovina

Liam Corrigan MSc Logistics India

Michael Patterson MBA F&S India

Raman Paulovich  MBA ED India

Yannick Pichler MBA F&S India and Nepal

Sara Raza HBA1 F&S Macedonia

Nina Turkiewicz MBA Curriculum Macedonia

Pranav Bhardwaj MBA Logistics Macedonia

James Elmhirst MBA ED Macedonia

Aiden Miller HBA2 Impact Nepal

Angela He HBA1 MarComm Nepal

Natalie Ngo HBA1 F&S Nepal

Amy Wang HBA1 Impact Nepal

Eva Xu HBA2 MarComm Russia

Victor Lal HBA1 ED Russia

Alex Machielsen MBA Curriculum Russia

Blaine Morry MBA MarComm Russia

Iris Wu HBA2 ED Serbia

Leo Zhang HBA2 Curriculum Serbia

Dylan Scanlan HBA2 Curriculum Serbia

Mehek Mansure MBA MarComm Serbia

Jenny Xue HBA2 F&S Vietnam

Leroi Yu HBA2 Impact Vietnam

Amaara Dhanji HBA1 MarComm Vietnam

Jarvis Lu MBA Impact Vietnam


